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ABSTRACT
Getting students involved in the process of

. heightening, 'hick is really the transforming of experience and
Self-expression into fiction, is a basic factor,in teaching the
writing of fiction. This process of heightening involves two devices
for communicat,ial-".felt life": concretization and dramatization. In.
teaching these devices, prewrigting exercises of observation and
perception are important for sharpening sensory responses. Next,
students should practice writing external descriptions Of a 047
character, then present the character's emotions, and later put the
chaMcter into interaction with another character. This is done by
integrating voices, physical detail, and thought passages uqf

>concretized emotion tO convey the experience of an encounter between
N two flesh-and-blood people. (JM)
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The Process of Heightening in Teaching the Writing of Fiction

/What's really basic about tJ aching the writing -of fiction ?,

We al know this is not a new question. In fact, as I began ri

thinking of my own response, I found myself wdndering whether

there was, ,ctually, anything more to b said*'on the °plc: We
,....

have asked many times over the years, hether 'creative writing
---

can be taught at all. My own ps4er, changeable according to

.N'
mood and to what,I feel I've accomplished in my last class,
. , . . .

runsthe gamut from serious conSIderation of Flaubert's advice,
. ,

. :

V.

/ ,as quoted by Paul Engle, that, wean give the beginner no more,.

noless
)

thanna kiss on the brow arid a kick J.21 the behind" all

the way to acceptance of Richard Scowcroft's assertion that
4

"For the potential writer, the class may be his means of'dis-'

covering his ability, of speeding up,self-criticism, of adceler-
.

ating his understanding of techniques and forms, of determining

whether he wishes to go on,with writing."2 Happily, becauge

.I am more often in good moods
4
than bad, and because theMajority

of my classes do, I believe, provide demonstrable evidehce of

progress in the creative writing of my students, I agree with

Scowcroft more often than with Flaubert! some things about the

process of creative writing can certainly be taught.
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Of course, ';we know that.whene are teaching creati ewri-
.

ting, we are also teaching students to do more tha ite.
' 6 p A '.t At

:Nark Haris,
,

my,colreague at Fitt, .tells me that.hcl is not con-

cerned with just teaching students.to b &'writers, but with

making them aware of their"own possibilities. Paul Mtrray-
-.

I:endall of Ohio University wants his\students to acquire "a
N t

heightening of perCeption 'leading to deeper realization of the

- 44..,

value of experience and a
)

more.1:nowing and *sensitive exploration

of that experieice; this seems to,me,"\says Kindalla, "much more

important than increased skill in writing fiction."3 'And,

Richard Scowcroft again: ".'..something can be done to help

the student improve his writing, and in the process he can

widen hiS capacities in reading, critieism,'literaiy craft, and

hAmail awareness. 114

When we note Such claims as th6se on behalf of the creative

writing classroom, When we consider all the various developments~

on the part of students to which we teachers of creative writing
...

r--believe we' can contyibute, then the questEbn oflOwhat's eaW

basi about teaching the writing of fiction ?!' takes on its
. ,

,

t rightful dimension. It
k.,

should be asked and responded to repeat-
( ,

,,-,

edly; answers to it should be constantly reviewed, reviseai d

even xestated when they are good answers: ,We can accomplish

much,,but time and effort have inevitable limitations;.what is

the best we can do?

So often when we talk about deciding on the best we can do,

the old dichotomy in 'put before us:. will we encourage tite stuL
4

dent in self-expression, involve him in gettinghisNexperience

(perhaps even his soul) out there on tho pae;,or.will we get

3
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ourselves to the task of teaching, what has been called by

various of our colleagOes: the craft, the skills, THE TECH-

%
EIQUE,. To me, 'this gich!)tomy is false because .1 think there

i$.everyiossibility that fiction'is no more, no less than

heightened experience, heightened elf-expression; experience,

self-expression are simply the beginning products of the fic-
.

tion, and the process of their eventual transformation into

the-end product of the fictionis the process of heightening..

As kaul.Englesays: "The first and most important point about.

writing,p I-there is no such thing as material by itself

apart from the way in" which a person sees it, feels oward

and is able to e.it organized form and an expression in

words."5 Thus, no fiction can come to exist without the author's

particular reaction to experience and hisiinitial expression of

We can involve. students din heighiening their experience and

their self-expression at various levels of sophis:Vicatibn, but

each student can begin the process. Some will be able to go:

r
only so far; others, those who often proceed to the more

advanced fiction c6urses in a writing curriculum, will go much

further. But getting students involved -- at whatever level --
A

. .

-in\-th9 process of heightening their experience and self-
\

.expression ---that's what's really basicfaboiat teaching the
.

writing b fiction.

dik
: For sef-expreAsion, where fiction starts, this is the

best of timew. Ferhaps.the feminist movement has been the

gle most important influence in encouraging self-expression

and creating a climate where the release of emotion con paperu.lot
it

considered healthy anci productive. Back in 1972, Adrienne Rrth

4
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was urging, in an essay published in College English, that

women nat avoid writing but their feelings,of anger and victimi-
,

zaticn that ren be6in o "givEJ n?th to their own'sabjectivL

ity." 6
Another femi\nist, Charlotte lainter; hak-written iii

%.
,

her recent book, Revelations, of a "delightful new freedom,
.

suggesting that secrecyjs, at a low ebb. Diary-,keepin6,1
t

she

says, is on the rise,1 I

and adds tilat between the source material

of thediary and the finished artistic product, there i an

enigmatic link. have a creepint perqUasion," sKe writes

further, "t.'rn-3;t, thWeIploratin of consciousnesemay be evolvikg

into an art fbfm."7 Perhaps Painter sees here,.rightly or

wroney, the beginnings of the evolution of a new art_fprm; but

it seems to me that the exploration of consciousness has always

been and always will be evolving into a variety Of art orms,

of which fiction is one What_ we have at the present is ,prob-
\

, ably) a wider, more extensive,--more potentially productive\

starting place. . For 1.4a7e found that my.creative writing

dents, female and male, are in touch with their experience, -,

especially their emotional experience, more often now than
,

formerly, and the step t

begun, tainlypresen

voluntarily en

self-expression, if it has not already

s no stumbling block; students who

11 in iction-writing courses are ready, 'even

anxious, to self-=ex

We have already acknowledged, along with. Painter, the

enigmatic, link b'etween the source material -- the self-expression

-- and the art form -- in this case, fiction. I believe thatia

major part -- perhaps, in its broadest implications, the-whole

-- of the enigma of ,that lirik is the process I hive called
'

SS.
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heightening. As has beep said, it is not a simple procesS, but '

it.can,be dealt with by students, in one -of its-many aspects1 at

any level of :0-,:histication,

'SometimeS"-the hardest step is convinc4.ng student3i'that.their-
. Jr %
self-expTession ought to be operated on at all, that'it is not

. -

already an end product of art. After.ali,.here is the' honest, *

authentic outpouring of the, feeling self on paper; is not that

'task, still a bit difficult for some, enough? Arguments to.
this effect are occasionally persuasive, especially at a time

,..
. .

. . *
when it'is absolutely necessary for students to be'in touch

with their feelings, at a time when someone the likes of Anais

Nin says of poetry, _which is not fiction but is certainly fic-

tion's intimate, th'at it i.s "no- longer to be defined as of old;

cs*ok
it has opened its doors to direct statement, tp slogans,; to

,e

marching songs... No doubt she's right, and such assertions,

produc'e in me ambivalent feelings, even reservations about

insistence that self-expreision is only the starting point for

fiction, for any writing that considers itself an art'form.
- ;

Adrienne.Rich, bless her, frees me fro,, such reservations. F4r

though she finds much of her former work "too literary,-ton

dependent on allusion," and though she finds' herself "increasingly

willing to let)thc unconscious .offer its materiars," *which is

certainly as it should be, nevertheless, she "has not for oile,

,

4moment turrted*Che _back on conscious choice and selection " and

attests ftirthqr that "For a poem to coalesce; fora charao -ter to
4

take,shapc,,thare ha.3.to be an imaginative transformation bf

'reality,which,is in np way yassive.0..Writing is re7aming."9
,

So then, w,must get studentr, to move on from~, self - expression,

for it i3 just the. beginning of the fiction.'

6
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Thus ;, we proceed to deal with, heightening, the process'I

find absolutely basic to the making of any. art form and there-

fore basic to teaching the writing of fiction. 'In order to . A
-

determine the nature of the heightening process as it relates

specifically to fiction, it might be helpful'to decide what we

expect our fictiOn-to accomplish. Readers of fiction do not

want messages, statements,. the TRUTH. .("You tell a story,"

says Flannery Oteonnor, Ilbecause abstatement would.be inade-

)10quate." They awt want what by-Own,teacher, Gladys Schmitt,
.

used to call "undfdPstPd Chunks dt- thesis material." Instead,

readers of fiction want what YaTk van Doren wants when, in his .

poem, "How To Tell A Stor ,", he asks the writer to make "time...

stop/Dead still/So I can e there with you,,feeling, seeing";

they want to participa-4fully in the cemotionally important_

happening of tire fiction'. Thus, the writer must heighten his

experience and his self-expression so that it communicates to

the reader what Henry James,called "felt life"; and as for me,

I find that the principles of heightening most important to my,

teaching of fiction -- because they are absolUtely essential to,

the communication of-"felt life" -- derive from the two qualities

which Flannery. t'Connor considers the least common denominators

of fiction -- first, "that it, is concrete," and, second, "that

it has to be largely presented rather than reported...Cthat

it relies heavily on the element of drama." 11 The heightening

processes-bf concretization and dramatizationiare really

inseparable and go-further than'any other.devices or techniques
I

of fiction toward communicating "felt life";'for neither abstrac-*

tions nor reports will achieve the reader's involvement in an

7
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emotionily important hnpening. To concretize, to dramatize,

these are the proceSses. of heightening'that students Jf fiction
o.

.4Pt every 1ey61 MU3t. b taught.,

Se much for the theoretical argument, th
4e

establishment,

in theory, of what's really basic about teachingtheiwriting of

fiction. There is, of uurse, the matter of practice, and per-
,.

haps a little time should be spent on some brief suggestipns

for'teaching the processes of concretization'and dramatization.

I begi4. always, in my lower-level.fiction-writing courses, with

pre-writi/ exercises of observationand.perception, the purpose

of which is o shar n sensory responses. In looking at the

photograph of n o d man, for example, students must do more

than see the ro inent vein in-his head; they must imagine the

sound of his v ice, the texture of his beard, the smell of his

ogne. We rite about characters, concre'tiziig first their

soma, or,bod as we describe them both at rest and in motioi.

Next, we wo k with concretizing the emotions of the characte

Generalized statements of emotion, which the reader' will'pot

find convincing, come concretized thought passages which

convey the experience of the emotion. For example: -he felt

that_he-r life was empty (or she felt sad, or she felt dep essed,

or she didn't have anyone to love hed,becomes, in one stu-,

dent' s paper:

As 'she sat, her gaze shifted slightly, and she- began
to study her reflection-in thedark window of the bus:
That picture would look good on a book,jacket,,shb decided.
ItAras safer to think about the book-jacket than the book.
by was it :3116 seldom wrote anymore,'she wondered. Now
she saw the photograph of her face, miirrored in the win-
dow, on the back cover of a bestseller. The face
experienced and worldly, they would say of.it, yet'-still

8
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vulneralble. It was not the face of 'a cyn c. SdnAitive,
young woman artist, lost maybe, AmAknoX siept ----

'She .began to composd the biography t at .would appear
below the photograph.. .I havesp bipgraph , she decided
at last. "This woman has no.bAography," she back cover '

wouldread."Andevenifshedid,itwoudn't concern
anyone."

Then 'we. give our characters v ices and put

Ation with another character. No we are ,begi

tine, for the task is not to halre the' two chara

them into inter-

ning.to drama;

ers4fling bits

of Truth- or thesis at each other, but, by integ i ating voiQes

physical det$J.1, thought passages of concretize emotion, to

convey the experience of an encounter between tw flesh-and-
,

blood,people. Here,, from another stu ent Story,'

scene between a sol ier who has just returned'fr

the man who ru s t e employment office where he g

job:

is cart of a

m Vietnain and

es to find a

As he walked into the dmploymen office, Mooney made
sure to Wear his 'medal pin ed to his et. It *as only
a good oonauct medal for staying out of troub e for two
years while sitting in a tree, but all Mooney ad tpdo
was wink, point tb his medal,. say: "I got .thi- in the
war," and polish it with his palm. That, he k eW, always
impressed people who were impressed with thing like,that.

"I got this in the war," Mooney told Mr. S mpson, a
ruddy little man behind a ruddy little desk in drafty
room.

\III see you were in the service," said Mr. impson, a
ruddylittle.voice coming from somewhere 'deep n his throat.
He was-fingering through a foldef with Mooney name pen-
ciled in on the front.

Mooney straig tened up in his chair.
got this medal."

test results."

began, "that's,hcw

"Now about you

"I had .this spe

Mr. Simpson ran
then forward again,

11," he

ial-Mission. Top Secret."

t -ugh the folder, then backward,
n flipped the pages back and forth,

9
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finally dropped the folder on his desk, rubbed his e40,
yawnd. He rested his. head in his handle, elbows propped
up.on'hi'd desk, his ,pock marked face!'ldoking tired and
ancient.

4
"Secret Mj.ssion?" said Mr.. Simpson.'

"That's how I got this meda-l." r

"What did you have to do-?"

"Well;" Mooney hesitated; "it was Top Secret:".

I.won't tell anyone; Do I look like the kind of
person who .,uld tell secrets, especially TOPsecrqs?

," said Mooney,'"I .-donrt kn

Er. Simpson lo ced interested for the first time,
like it was the fir time inhis lire he'd ever been
interested in anythi . "Come on, yOu cap tell me. What
kind. of Top Secre Mi sion were you, on? Hmmmmmmmm?"

"I was assignedo this tree.," Mooney blurted out.
0

"And..."

Mooney shrugged.
/-

N. "Simpson lowered _is.arms,'Stared at Mooney,
blinked several times l' e a man who was supposed to'be
'somewhere else and ha materializ d a. this particular
.sppt for no particu r reason and as,doing.his best to
dematerialize back from where he came. He blinked some
more.

"Sniper duty," Mooney thought he'd add, raising his
handsheepishly like a child wishing to be excused.

,

Mr. Simpson tried to-th nk. "Sniper duy...Marks-
manship.," he said. "Ivarksma ship?" he asked.

Mooney shrugged ain.

"Marksmanship," /r. Simpsonepeated to hidself..

.

"Marksma:nship," repered Mooney like a student arn-
ing a new language.

"Marismanship," Mr.Simpson repeated. ".Marksmanship,"
he said, raising his voice, pounding hi6 fist, running to
a drawer, pulling out a dusty old folder. "There's this
amusement park'; let's see, ey've been looking for a
shooter...here it is...here...Now, Wis...." and As he
looked up and turned around, he stopped, blinked at the'
empty chair in front of him.

10
4
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"Mister Mooney?" he
chair didn't an3we. ,He

ing in the drafty room:
called to the open door,
creaking back and forth.

710= Teaching Fiction'

said to the empty'ahair, bUt the.
look6d up at the open door creak-
"Beggars can't be choosers," he
but the open door- just kept on

The beginning of this fiCtion was self-expression a

young man's angry words aga st the government's mishandling of.

veteran hiring: ",.The don'it know what they're doing; they make
.

the gOs lose self - esteem;_ they make you feel defeatdd.an4
/

insulted; eta., etc. The'heightening.into,the artistic product

involfred the making of characters, the concretizing a7f their

bsdies -- including still detail, gestures, movements, voice -:-

and of their thought processes.' Some concrete details of place

/

make the scene more immediate. The interaction thus becomes a

dramatized scene -- an encounter.-presented and not reported.
ev

,

It is self-expression heightened. -- concretized, dramatized.

It has beconfe "felt life" in which the reader fully participates.

And all students of fiction- writing can at least begin.,,

Assuredly, my Observationb here have suggested no important'

innovAlons in the field., But; then, I respond not to the ques-

tion of "what's really new in teaching the writing of fiction?"

but of "what's really basic about teaching the writing of fie-
'

tioncP Heightening experience and self-expression by con-

cretizing and dramatizing.is a fundamental process of fiction.
.

, )

It is not an easy accomplishment. "I thipk,"'sasiSiFlan'ner
,

O'Connor, "one reason that people find it' so diffidult to write, /
. .

,--/ '--
stories is that they fdrget how much time and patience is required

to convince through the senscs....Thq fiction writer has to. pro-

vide Camotio-n.and though-0 with a body; hk has to create a world
\

with weight and etem;ion.
"12 Lark van Dorm's first words to
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the write; in "How To Tell A Story"-drq "Take yourpme./Tell

it slowly." Students must take the time and have the, patience

to conbretiZe and dramatize if they vish tc write fiction,;' and

-we, their teachers, must take_the time and have the'patience to

help,them learn. The learning, of course, willbring our stu7

dents, more than the improvement of their fiction; it will pro-
,.

, .

vide them,thd enjoyment and enrichment of a "literary imagination,"

which just means the ability to,do simple, crazy thingssl,ike give

,
life to the strangers they watch gtt, aay,,the bus stop. And, as

for ,us, well, we wo d not. be here if the time' and ,the paitience-

of our teaching did not bring us, tod\, some 'pleasure.,
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